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Many forces at work on global market
A number of major issues and events
are currently reshaping the landscape of
international trade. While there are strong
forces working in favour of global free
trade, there are counter tendencies pulling
in the opposite direction, creating challenges for businesses worldwide.
The free-trade agreement with China
is of historical significance, but it is too
early to comment on what its impact will
be on the Swiss economy. As with any farreaching new policy, it will take time to
set. The overall sentiment, however, is that
the agreement provides fantastic opportunities for Switzerland and that it is a great
achievement for the negotiators of both
sides. Other nations are watching developments closely.
The Asian market remains important
due its potential for growth. Signs of a
slowdown in China are, however, dampening expectations a bit. Meanwhile, the
recent events in the Ukraine have led to
Russia becoming a very volatile market.
With the stagnating markets of the Eurozone, the spotlight is once again on North
and South America.
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There are high expectations that long
overdue infrastructure investments in the
United States will lead to exciting opportunities. At the same time, the Swiss banking
industry is still struggling with stringent
new American tax requirements. For
larger banks, the dust is settling. Smaller banks, however, face proportionately
larger expenses to settle with their past.
Some might be put out of business. The
main concern now is what ramifications
the US accord will have on other nations,
especially within the EU. If similar action
is taken by Switzerland’s neighbours, the
challenges might become even bigger.
Another vital issue is the referendum result to limit immigration from EU countries. It is still unclear what restrictions
will be imposed and what the implications
will be. If Switzerland should seek to fully
rescind its obligation under the bilateral
treaties with the EU, the country would no
doubt suffer greatly. Such a move would
also raise legitimate fears that other European countries could be triggered to do
the same – in which case the freedom of
movement would be seriously jeopardised.

Let us hope for a reasonable outcome,
such as Switzerland and the EU working
together to find a sensible and equitable
solution. Growth and prosperity are best
nurtured in an environment that enables
and encourages a free flow of both people
and goods.
Urs Lustenberger
President, SwissCham
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Supporting an ideal
economic environment
While Switzerland has weathered the storm of the global economic crisis,
challenges lie ahead. What is the government doing to help improve the
environment for export businesses?
Switzerland’s most important economic
“To improve the business environment
partner. These close relations are based
and economic relations with worldwide
on various bilateral agreements, which
partners, we continuously work to forge
apart from providing access
new, and further develop exWritten by Markus R Bodmer
to goods, services and labour
isting, free-trade agreements.
markets, also enable cooperaSwitzerland earns every second
Today Switzerland has – apart
tion with various EU institufranc abroad. The international division
from the EFTA Convention
tions.
of labour is the basis of its economic sucand the free-trade agreement
cess. In the course of globalisation, Swiss
with the EU – a network of 28
But Ineichen-Fleisch at
companies seized many opportunities in
free-trade agreements with 38
SECO sees clouds on the hodynamic markets around the world. As a
partners.” With the aim of exrizon: “A challenge for the
result of the close economic relations with
panding this network, SECO
Swiss export economy would
the European market and the strengthenis currently negotiating agreebe a comprehensive free-trade
ing of relations with overseas markets, the
ments with India, Indonesia, Federal Councillor
agreement between the EU and
Swiss economy remained surprisingly roMalaysia and Vietnam. The Johann Schneiderthe USA. Our two biggest tradAmmann, Federal Dept.
bust in the challenging economic environsigning of the FTA with China of Economic Affairs.
ing partners are in the process
ment of the past years. While in the course
last year was an important step.
of negotiating a transatlantic
of the financial and debt crisis many counHowever, as the agreement has been in
trade and investment partnership (TTIP).
tries slid into recession, Switforce only for a short time,
Such a deal could potentially put the Swiss
zerland was able to keep its
the concrete benefits cannot
economy at a disadvantage. A potential
Swiss
strong position. However, the
be quantified yet.
for discrimination exists not only in the
compareal picture shows a difference
framework of customs but also in many
between the domestic and exnies have been Europe remains the most other fields like non-tariff and trade barriport sectors. Domestically,
ers, services and public procurement. Nevpartner
very successful important
the recent gains are mainly
“In view of growing difficulertheless, since the content of the TTIP is
at conquering
a result of strong activities
ties in the economic environnot clear yet, the concrete consequences
in the construction sector as
ment for the export industry,
for the Swiss economy cannot be reliably
new markets
well as private consumption,
a geographically broadly diestimated.”
outside of
whereas many export sectors
versified export structure,
Federal Councillor Johann SchneiderEurope
– facing weakened foreign
as well as a balanced prodAmmann says: “I am proud of our econmarkets and a strong Swiss
uct mix, are the
omy keeping such a strong
franc – have found it challenging to stay
keys for success,” says Federal
position in a world of unceron course.
Councillor Johann Schneidertainties – a result of both the
Ammann, Head of the Federal
underlying conditions providWorking to improve the
Department of Economic Afed by the Swiss government,
fairs. “Swiss companies have
which are still better than those
business environment
been very successful at conExport numbers for the current year will
of our contenders, and the
be weaker than originally forecast, while
quering new markets outside of
strong competitiveness of the
risks have increased. There are fears that
Europe. As an example, Swiss
Swiss export industry through
the Eurozone’s fragile economic recovery
exports to Asia have increased
innovation and quality. In my
is now stalling. The State Secretariat for
from 18% to 22% in five State Secretary and
capacity as head of the Fedyears.” Although many trad- Director of SECO Marie- eral Department of Economic
Economic Affairs (SECO) seeks to ensure
sustainable economic growth by putting
ing partners outside of Europe Gabrielle IneichenAffairs, I will undertake everyhave won greater importance Fleisch.
in place the necessary regulatory and
thing to keep the high quality
economic policy conditions, as Mariefor the Swiss export industry and the netof our economic locations, as well as to
Gabrielle Ineichen-Fleisch, State Secrework of free-trade agreements beyond the
provide the best underlying conditions for
EU could be expanded, the EU remains
tary and Director of SECO, explains:
Swiss export companies.”
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Navigating through ro
Traditionally both the US and EU have been Switzerland’s key trading
partners. In the face of recent tensions, with some claiming that
relations with them and Switzerland are on the rocks, the
reality is a little more complex
only gain improved
access to the world’s
largest market but
also to cuttingWritten by Markus R Bodmer
edge research, development
and
Switzerland has been under ininnovation. The
creasing pressure for more tax transparstrong flow back
ency ever since the global financial and
in dividends from
economic crisis, and the resulting (and
the US is proof of
considerable) financing needs of various
the important profcountries. With the EU in particular, Switit contribution of the
zerland has reached a turning point with
US to the future of Swiss
the bilateral agreements, especially after
companies.
the referendum to control immigration. A
Looking at the recent issues
close look at the details reveals interestconcerning Swiss banks, Maring facts.
tin Naville, CEO of the Swiss-American
Chamber of Commerce, concludes: “ObSwiss-American relations bear
viously the fine for Credit Suisse was painpotential for extension
ful and not free of political arbitrariness.
With a market share of 11.6%, the US is,
There were talks of record fines and ecoafter Germany, Switzerland’s second most
nomic war against Swiss banks.
important export partner. Reciprocally Switzerland is the
In reality it was only the backstage of a coordinated US cam16th largest export market for
paign against domestic banks.
US goods. Many multinationals
US banks were obliged to pay
in Switzerland produce a large
the highest fines, representing
proportion of their goods and
services for the US market, es85% of the total fines imposed
by the US government. Swiss
pecially in the insurance, pharmaceutical, food, and precision
banks paid less than 4% of the
instruments sectors. Of course,
total fines. Anyone can criticise
the banking and finance indus- Martin Naville,
the activities of the US Department of Justice, but knowing
try also used to be very success- CEO of AmCham.
the facts, it is far-fetched to
ful in the States. Currently, both
conclude them as an attack against Switcountries are trying to rebuild their relationship and put it on more solid ground.
zerland.”
It can be said that Switzerland earns every
other franc abroad, 75% of this in the EU
Fragile bilateralism with
and US. In view of the fact that Switzerthe EU needs rebuilding
land wants to become more independent
Although not part of the European Unof the EU, its trade relations with the US
ion, Switzerland has a close relationship
provide a useful counterbalance.
with it, and has built up a series of bilaterSwiss direct investments in the US in
al agreements providing Swiss companies
past years were propelled by important
access to the European free market. 60%
takeovers, strengthening the global poof the Swiss exports go to the EU whereas
sition of Swiss companies. Today Swiss
Switzerland imports 70% from there. The
companies represent the fifth largest direct
result of the Swiss referendum on 9th Febinvestors in the US. Together with Switzerruary 2014 will mean a reintroduction of
land, the US today is still listed in all relquotas on migrants from the EU, and will
evant surveys as the most competitive and
require considerable negotiations with
innovative economy. Swiss companies not
the European institutions to find a work-

International relations

Thomas Borer,
Dr Borer Consulting, Thalwil
Switzerland’s financial sector continues to face US pressure. What went
wrong?

The ongoing dispute between the two
countries has negatively influenced
the perception of the USA in Switzerland. From the cul-de-sac we are in today, it’s difficult to understand that all
warnings put forward years ago were
completely ignored by the banks and
Swiss government. The opportunity to
come up with a comprehensive strategy for a global settlement was missed,
especially at the financial crisis’ height
in 2008.
Meanwhile, Switzerland’s relations
with the EU are complicated by the
recent referendum on migrants…

We should not forget that freedom of
movement has made a decisive contribution to the success of the Swiss economy. But I also doubt that the EU will
be able to maintain total free movement of people due to the pressures on
some countries. The last EU election
was a clear signal, which should not
be ignored by the EU leadership.
Does Switzerland’s presidency of the
OSCE prevent it from following the
full set of sanctions against Russia?

As a neutral state, Switzerland should
only participate in sanctions decided
by the United Nations. If it joined in
EU/US sanctions, Switzerland would
lose its perception as a neutral state
and its role as mediator. We should
keep this position, even after the end
of the OSCE chairmanship.
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gh rough waters
able solution. These negotiations may well
have an impact on Swiss business,
as many Swiss-based companies operate across the continent.
The history of bilateral relationship between
the EU and Switzerland promotes simplicity; it reflects a
solid and deep relationship.
Over
the last four years
or so, that relationship has become an
increasingly complex
cluster of bilateral
agreements. Most of the
economic sectors are covered by these agreements,
with the exception of much of
the service sector.
We are now at a crossroads. What is
needed on both sides is a solution regard-

ing the Swiss proposal to limit EU imducing technical trade barriers, non-harmigration. At the same time, the EU has
monised access criteria, exclusion from
insisted that the general framework agreeinternational research projects, to name
ment be finished. Two of the issues are the
a few. On account of the high degree of
adoption of the EU acquis communautaire
interweaving between the Swiss and EU
(the accumulation of legislation and court
economies, hope remains that within the
rulings that constitutes EU law) by Switthree-year term for implementing the refzerland, and the acceptance of
erendum result, a solution can
certain direct supervisory powbe found by means of negotiaers by the European Commistion with the EU.”
sion; these are interpreted by
What is clear is that current
many as an intrusion on Swiss
negotiations must go beyond
sovereignty.
the simple institutional agreeConcerned about developments that are on the table.
ments, Ralf J Bopp, Director
Switzerland has made it clear
of the Chamber of Commerce
that it will not be seeking EU
Germany-Switzerland, points
membership. Therefore, there
out: “In view of the weak Ralf J Bopp, Director of
will need to be a balancing of
worldwide demand (from the the Chamber D-CH.
interests – on the one hand
EU economy particularly),
continuing to participate in the
and the strong Swiss franc, Swiss comevolution and growth of the free market,
panies are wary about what the future
and on the other sacrificing economic
has in store for them. The worst would
gains over concerns of political soverbe a setback into the old regime, reintroeignty.

Helping companies to achieve international growth:
That’s Swiss Post too.
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A word with...

...Bertrand Piccard,
President and pilot of Solar Impulse
What does the Solar Impulse aeroplane tell us about the future possibilities for clean technology?

The project shows lots of potential in
terms of ultra-light materials, energy
savings, efficiency of solar cells and
more. We use insulation materials that
can be utilised in homes. The engines
can be used for electric cars. The most
important thing with Solar Impulse is
the message in favour of clean technologies, which can help save the natural
resources of our planet.
What motivates you to pursue such
innovative work?

I want to have an interesting and useful life. Interesting alone is not enough,
as it might be selfish, while just useful
might be boring; so I try to reach both.
I was inspired in my youth by explorers
and astronauts who showed me how
exciting it is to embrace the unknown,
to use doubts and question marks to
stimulate creativity. It’s a waste to remain in our comfort zone of certitudes.
Despite the risk of failing, I prefer to
make my life an adventure.
Do you have any advice for innovative Swiss companies?

Innovation is as much about new ideas as challenging old paradigms. To
be successful, it’s important to beware
of certitudes. Don’t stick to what you
know – always imagine that you might
be wrong, which will teach you how
to be flexible. Trapped in a room with
several windows closed and only one
open, the bee will fight against the first
closed window it finds and die, while
the wasp tries every direction until
finding the open window. We have to
learn how to be the wasp.

What the global economy
holds in store for the Swiss
Our daily work supporting Swiss
companies’ internationalization provides us with an inspiring insight into
what will shape Swiss international
business tomorrow. There are three
mega-trends we will have to exploit

Already now, export markets for sustainable technologies are growing by 5-10% per
year. This is where genuine innovations are
needed which, for example, make it possible for a growing population to eat, dispose
of their waste or cover their energy requirements, all on a sustainable basis.
The shift of power towards people; People are becoming increasingly powerful
because old fixed structures are being broEconomic and social mobility
ken up and replaced with multi-polar networks with any number of access points
Written by Daniel Küng, CEO S-GE
– the internet is paving its way through
the world’s societies. This is where there
The rise of a new middle-class: Eveare new opportunities because companies
ry year around the world approximately
are acquiring greater flexibility. The true
50 million consumers climb out of povpotential of the internet is now no longerty and into the middle-class domain;
er primarily the provision of information,
the overwhelming majority of
but the opportunity to crethese people are in Asia. This
ate new structures and, above
Export
development is more imporall, a multitude of new valmarkets ue chains, always more fractant socially and economically than the industrialisation for sustainable
tured. What is now needed for
of Europe in the 19th cen- technologies are success in business is creativtury. This new middle-class
ity, a computer and the couris becoming the backbone of growing by
age to invent new value chains
the global economy, and its 5-10% per year
in vertical networks. To idenmembers live in Asia. This
tify and get access to them
will become a critical success factor.
will mean upheavals, but it will also mean
opportunities for growth – these people
Les absents ont toujours tort: This apare already creating an astonishing deplies for all of these developments. Every
mand for goods and services of all kinds.
company has to find its own individual
way to manage them, despite the uncerThe challenge will be to find new ways
of addressing, understanding and thinktainties. Simply doing nothing would be
ing about markets and mobility – and dofatal. These mega-trends are driving the
ing this with digital technology which is
transformation of our business, completebecoming increasingly important in these
ly and unavoidably – this is true especialmarkets.
ly for Swiss companies which live on their
The end of the ‘age of plenty’: We are beinternational business setup. We are coming faced more and more with the challenge
mitted to help them stay as successful as
of getting by with diminishing resources.
they are today.
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When immigration and
economic uncertainty collide
The recent referendum which saw
the Swiss vote to curb immigration has significant implications
for the economy and companies.

economiesuisse
Written by Geraldine Wong Sak Hoi

The dust was still settling on the results of a popular initiative to curb immigration last February when the Swiss
Business Federation (economiesuisse)
chose its new director. Even then Monika
Rühl knew that the application of the initiative would be at the top of her agenda
once she took up her post.
“It’s a complex situation and we want
to make sure the voice of the economy is
heard,” says Rühl, whose organisation,
economiesuisse, represents over 100,000
firms across all sectors of the economy.
It is watching closely as the Federal
Council prepares draft legislation to implement the initiative calling for quotas on
all immigration streams. This includes EU
citizens, who currently fall under a bilateral free movement accord, now the subject
of talks between Bern and Brussels.
The initiative has not only created discord between Switzerland and its biggest

trading partner, but it has also compounded an already uncertain economic climate.

Speed bumps ahead

hopes will be repeated in other emerging
countries.
“It’s been very positive,” she says.
“Many companies have told me they are
already feeling the effects of the agreement.”
The Federation is also keen to see Switzerland get a piece of the world’s biggest
trade deal, the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) currently being negotiated by the US and EU.
“We want to make sure we
can link in to the TTIP once it’s
in place,” Rühl says, adding
that otherwise, the discriminatory effect for Swiss businesses
on the US market would be significant.

The prospect of immigration restrictions is
bad news for sectors, such as engineering
and IT, that are currently facing a shortage
of skilled labour.
“Businesses will be affected if there are
fewer permits being issued,” warns Rühl,
pointing out that the government could
treat short-term work permits
and cross-border admissions
more favourably in its interpretation of the initiative.
Adding to their woes, exportoriented firms have to contend
with a strong Swiss franc, turbulences in the global economic
recovery and slower growth in
Working it out
neighbouring countries.
Closer to home, Rühl, who for
“Germany is our most im- Monika Rühl, Director
a time was responsible for bilatportant trading partner inside of Swiss Business Federal economic relations at the
Europe,” says Rühl, “and when eration.
State Secretariat for Economic
their economy is slowing, we
Affairs, believes cooler heads
feel it very quickly.”
will prevail on the immigration initiative.
After all, trade, free movement and other
Key trade deals
bilateral issues like research and transport
With tough times in Europe, one priority is
are hanging in the balance.
to ensure greater market access in the so“At some point, there will be pragmacalled BRICS. The China-Swiss free trade
tism from the EU side,” she says. “When
agreement, which came into force in July
you’re neighbours, you have to come to
2014, is a major achievement that Rühl
some sort of agreement.”

We‘ll take you to Switzerland
at the click of a mouse.
Information. News. Background reports. Analysis. From Switzerland about
Switzerland.
Multimedia, interactive and up to date in 10 languages. swissinfo.ch
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Economic hopes rest with US market
Export expectations among Swiss
SMEs for the last quarter of this
year have cooled down compared
with the previous quarter but the
US offers opportunities.

Export expectations
Written by Cristina Leifland

The SME Export Indicator, a panel
survey of Swiss small and mid-size enterprises conducted by Switzerland Global
Enterprises (S-GE), and the Credit Suisse
Export Barometer, which tracks international demand for Swiss products, both
show a bit less optimism than previously. All sectors expect rising exports in the
coming months, but growth will be less
broad-based geographically.
Decreasing demand from Germany and
France, who together account for a third
of Swiss export revenues, has had a damp-

Lukas Gehrig from Credit Suisse Economic Research.

ening effect on expectations as has stagnation in other parts of the Eurozone. Japan
and China have generally slowed down,
while India and Indonesia are accelerating. However, the United States remains a
strong engine for growth. Of SMEs surveyed, 41% plan to export to the US, compared to 38% last quarter.
“The general picture is still positive and
sentiments are guardedly upbeat,” says
Alberto Silini, Head of Consulting at S-GE.
Lukas Gehrig from Credit Suisse Ecoways opportunities for niche players even
nomic Research. “The strongest growth
in sluggish markets. “Just look at Brazil,”
impulse is coming from the United States.
he says. “There is still strong demand for
With rising wages, new jobs and a recovhigh quality, high-tech and deluxe prodering real estate sector, there are strong
ucts. Lots of Swiss companies are posisignals supporting growth.”
Alberto Silini, Head of Consulting at
tioned in these segments.”
S-GE, adds that the United States is an inChallenges ahead include political and
teresting market in several ways. “It is easeconomic instability in many parts of the
ily accessible with one language and one
world and new crisis hotspots can develsystem,” he points out. “We see high potenop quickly, with consequences that may be
tial in many sectors, such as mahard to predict. Also, there
chinery, electro-mechanics, ICT,
There is are questions as to how bigreen technology, med-tech and
lateral agreements with the
still
sustainable construction. Swiss
EU could be affected by the
companies offer high-level solu- strong demand
acceptance of the initiative
tions and are very competitive.” for high quality,
against ‘mass immigration’.
“It is not clear what ramificahigh-tech and
Demand for competence
tions there may be, and this
From a long-term perspective, deluxe products is definitely a cause for concern,” says Lukas Gehrig.
the recession in some of the
S-GE and Credit Suisse strongly advise
southern Eurozone countries can bring opportunities for Swiss enterprises. “These
Swiss companies to branch out with excountries need to ensure a higher level of
ports if possible. “We always recommend
diversification,” says Alberto Silini. “It
innovation. Swiss know-how and competence are sought after,” says Lukas Gehrig,
is best to focus on several markets and
with Alberto Silini adding that there are alspread the risks.”

Export expectations in Q4 2014 by sector

Most important export markets

Expected year-on-year growth in % according to a panel survey of more than
200 Swiss SMEs (weighted by company size).

Most important destination countries for the half-year ahead (Q4 2014/Q1
2015) according to a panel survey of more than 200 Swiss SMEs (multiple
answers possible).

Source: Switzerland Global Enterprise SME export prospects survey

Source: Switzerland Global Enterprise SME export prospects survey
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Asia’s economy in full steam
As mega-projects become routine, Asia’s turbo growth market offers
opportunities and risks alike. China’s economy remains strong, with
new perspectives promised by the recent free-trade agreement with
Switzerland, while India’s potential remains largely untapped.
ices and do intensive market research. Industrial, business and trade associations
can also be helpful and give support.
However, thorough research is key. Every
Written by Markus R Bodmer
aspect of the proposed enterprise needs to
China is known for its infrastrucbe researched – especially any regulatory
tural mega-projects, such as the Beijing
considerations.”
airport and Olympic park, the Hong
Companies are doomed to fail when
Kong-Macau submarine tunthey have too little on-thenel, and the Three Gorges Dam
ground experience, as well as
(the world’s largest hydroelecinsufficient local knowledge
tric power plant), to mention
and understanding of the geoa few. Looking at other Asian
political context, which can
markets, there is a similar trend
compromise effective cross-cultowards mega-projects in varitural collaboration. To avoid
ous industrial sectors. These
falling into a trap when considtinental Europe. It applies to the trade
include the revamping of Dili
ering a new business relation in
of goods, rules of origin, trade facilitaAirport in East Timor, the mulAsia, one should be aware that
tion measures, non-tariff trade barriers,
ti-billion Savan City project in Alexander Hagemann,
negotiations are conducted on a
services, the protection of intellectual
Laos, Hanoi’s high-speed urban Member of the Executive more personal level, requiring a
property, the promotion of investments,
mega-railway project, the con- Committee of SACC.
good deal of time.
competition, transparency in public secstruction boom in Manila, the
“Relationships are key,” says
tor procurement, economic and technical
doubling of Singapore’s Airport capacity
Christopher Snook, member of the board
cooperation and arrangements relating to
featuring a new terminal, Smart City Songof the Swiss-Chinese Chamber of Comtrade and the environment.
do in South Korea, and a spate of gigantic
merce (SCCC) and Head of Group CounChina’s economic growth continues
power plants being constructed in India.
try Management at Novartis. “Guanxi is
full-steam but there is a more difficult side
the special Chinese peculiarity of blending
Working cross-culturally
to the story, and some of the negative asthe formal with the informal – of mixing
With the cost of production in Switzerland
pects open new opportunities. Notwithsocial and official relationship-building
continually rising and European markets restanding its enormous progress, China
– which in the West we would popularremains a developing country. Its per-cappositioning themselves, Swiss entrepreneurs
ly but wrongly refer to as ‘business netare considering moving to Asia in order to
ita income is still a fraction of
working’. There are countless
that in advanced countries, and
benefit from the vast opportunities these
definitions of Guanxi but what
growing markets offer. Alexander Hageits market reforms are incomit comes down to is the quality
mann, member of the executive committee
plete. “The country is starting
of personal relationships. Not
to suffer from its own growth,”
of the Swiss-Asian Chamber of Commerce
those that we sometimes believe
says Hagemann. “As in other
(SACC) and CEO of the Schaffner Group,
can be built at receptions over
developing countries, there’s
knows what it takes for small and mediumchampagne and canapés, but
sized companies to be successful in Asia.
an increased need in the areas
those that are profoundly reof education, healthcare, food
“With Asia being a huge market, Swiss
spectful and are built over time.
and environmental technolcompanies profit from an array of freeGuanxi needs to be fostered
ogy – domains in which many
trade agreements with ASEAN countries,
with pretty much everyone who Christopher Snook,
Board Member of SCCC. Swiss companies are well posiparticularly the newly concluded one with
can influence our business.”
China,” he explains. “Good opportunitioned.”
With regard to using China as a proties exist for companies active in niches,
China still going strong
duction site, Snook says: “Well-known for
namely in the fields of infrastructure, pubThe Sino-Swiss free-trade agreement
its manufacturing capability, China is the
lic health, training and education. Neversigned in 2013 is one of the most ambilargest global producer of toys, textiles,
theless, before getting active in entering
tious trade deals signed by either counwashing machines, cameras and computthe Asian markets, companies should get
try to date. The agreement is the first that
ers. It is also the world’s largest consumin touch with professional and legal servBeijing has signed with a nation in con-
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er of iron, steel, coal and cement. Despite
this, the Middle Kingdom no longer wants
to be just the extended workbench of the
West. China’s leadership is well aware that
the country can only prevail against traditional industrialised countries in global
competition if it is at the upper end of the
value chain.”

India exploring new avenues

India enjoys a priority status in Switzerland’s foreign economic policy. Trade
and direct investment have been increas-
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ing perceptibly in both directions for a
dia has taken a giant stride. “India has
number of years. Currently there are about
embarked on a new doctrine of ‘Make in
250 Swiss companies present in India
India’ (as opposed to ‘Made in India’),”
through joint ventures or subsidiaries, emexplains Francesco Gherzi, President of
ploying a workforce of about
the Swiss-Indian Chamber of
60,000 people. These compaCommerce (SICC) and partner
nies are active in the fields of
at Gherzi Engineering Ltd. “In
equipment and machinery for
an impressive way, Modi has
manufacturing,
engineering,
started to position India as a
chemicals,
pharmaceuticals,
production hub with the goal
precision instruments and texof attracting both innovative
tiles. Business opportunities for
companies and investors. Apart
new entrants can be found in
from the existing strong IT insectors like consumer goods,
dustry, it is aimed at promoting
food processing, financial serv- Francesco Gherzi, Presi- the whole industrial sector with
ices, energy, health care, and dent of the SICC.
governmental support. What’s
IT-related services, such as lomore, bureaucratic obstacles
gistics.
should finally be reduced, industrial parks
In 2003, an agreement was signed in
created and tax rules simplified.”
the field of technology and scientific coopThe timing could not be better for India
eration. In addition, bilateral
after its recent success with
cooperation was launched in
the Mars Orbiter Mission,
Switthe field of research through
which was completed with a
zerland substantially smaller budget
the Indo-Swiss Joint Research
Programme. However, difthan NASA’s. “As the most inhas the best
ferences between the two
novative country worldwide,
cards to make Switzerland has the best cards
countries on the issue of intela sustainable
lectual property are one of the
to make a sustainable contrikey reasons negotiations have
bution to this development,”
contribution
stalled on a free-trade agreesays Gherzi. “Focussing on
to this develment. In particular, Swiss
our small and medium-sized
opment
pharmaceuticals are keen on
companies, India is optimally
an agreement with India on
suited as a manufacturing site,
terms favourable to their industry.
both for the development of the Indian doNevertheless, with the recent election
mestic market, as well as that of other reof Narendra Modi as Prime Minister, Ingions like South-East Asia and Africa.”
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A work in progress
As Eastern Europe marks the anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall this year,
the region remains one in transition. While some economies are maturing, others are waiting to take off. Fortunately for Swiss firms, new opportunities are
emerging in both well-developed and emerging markets.
“When German-speaking companies
come in, we can support them with language, local expertise, and help them get
off to a good start,” says Dogan Taskent,
Written by Catherine McLean
President of the Swiss Chamber of Commerce in Turkey (TR-CH) and a partner at
In the 25 years since the fall of the
Arkan & Ergin.
Berlin Wall, Swiss companies have apWith its Turkey 2023 plan,
proached Central and Eastern
the government aims to transiEurope with a slow and steady
tion from an efficiency-driven
approach rather than a goldeconomy into an innovationrush mentality.
driven economy, according to
The region, which stretches
Taskent, who believes that there
from Poland and the Czech Re“There is a shift in perspective,” exare opportunities for Swiss firms
public to Turkey and Azerbaiplains Procházka, the founding partner at
amid this transformation. The
jan in the south, and Russia in
the PRK Partners law firm. “OpportuniSwiss bring know-how in terms
the east, offers a diverse mix
ties are arising in high-tech sectors and in
of technology, planning and deof business opportunities and
innovation.”
sign, which will prove valuable
challenges.
Max Steiner, Managing
Swiss companies ranging from food and
in creating high-quality and inSwiss firms needn’t fear, Director of SEC.
toolmakers to pharmaceutical firms alnovative products and services.
however, that they are too late.
In the short-term, however, the ecoready have a strong presence in the Czech
There is still plenty of potential in this
nomic outlook for Turkey looks
Republic; Switzerland was the
market, including for SMEs, according to
challenging as growth wanes.
sixth-biggest investor in 2012.
representatives from Swiss Chambers of
Exports to Iraq and Syria, key
The Czech Republic’s locaCommerce across the region. The key to
markets, have fallen amid untion in the centre of Europe
success is to work with knowledgeable lorest in that country, and demakes it a convenient distribucal experts and tap into the local business
mand is also slowing from the
tion point for goods destined
network to share experiences.
European Union.
for either Western or East“It’s not always easy to be present and
“It’s a tougher environment
ern Europe. The workforce is
to spot business opportunities,” says Max
than three years ago,” Taskent
skilled – most workers speak a
Steiner, managing director of the Chamber
admits. “If you come from
foreign language – and labour
of Commerce Switzerland-Central Europe
Switzerland with know-how Marek Procházka,
costs are lower. In addition, the
(SEC). “Here our chamber can play an imand a proper structure, then President of HST.
country’s growing middle-class
portant role.”
you have more opportunity to
is an emerging market for Swiss
ride out this market than an
consumer products, such as chocolate or
average manufacturing comwatches.
Turkey
pany.”
“Swiss firms are generally doing well
In the large Turkish town of
here in the Czech Republic. Most of them
Izmir, located on the Aegean
are very profitable,” Procházka says.
coast, a new opportunity beckCzech Republic
In terms of challenges, Procházka points
ons for Swiss high-tech firms.
As the economy of the Czech
to infrastructure such as motorways and
Three major universities in the
Republic matures, the govrailways, which still require investment
region are creating a health and
ernment is looking to expand
and development. A shortage of engineers
life sciences hub called BioIzhigh-tech sectors such as bioand technical workers is also an emerging
mir.
technology,
nanotechnology,
problem for businesses, but both the govThe project has already at- Dagon Taskent, Presiand advanced engineering.
ernment and companies are starting to adtracted some Swiss SMEs, and dent of TR-CH.
These areas will provide further
dress this issue, according to Procházka.
in anticipation that more could
opportunities for Swiss busifollow, the Swiss Chamber of Commerce
nesses looking to do business in the Czech
Hungary
in Turkey is joining forces with the GerRepublic, according to Marek Procházka,
As president of the SwissCham Hungary,
man Chamber of Commerce to open a liPresident of the Chamber of Commerce
István Béres wants to attract more Swiss
aison office within the hub.
Switzerland-Czech Republic (HST).
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companies to a country that he believes
offers a myriad of investment opportunities. Some of the world’s top car manufacturers, for example, are present in
Hungary.
There are “very good possibilities” for
Swiss SMEs to become suppliers to the car
giants, according to Béres, who has his
own law firm in Budapest. Hungary’s fastgrowing IT sector is another bright spot
for Swiss investors, Béres says, referring to
Swiss companies that have been successful
in this sector.
The key to success is not to look at
Hungary, with a population of just under
10 million, as a single market, according
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to Béres. Firms should instead view Hunblow to the dominant economy in the CIS,
gary as a gateway for the export of goods
which is expected to stagnate next year.
to other markets in the region. Hungary’s
Some international firms are even leaving
low labour costs and corporate
Russia.
tax rate (19%) make it an adDespite the current situavantageous site for manufacturtion and dimmer economic
ing.
outlook for the region, Anders
“The Swiss companies that
Kristensen, board member of
are already here, such as in the
the Joint Chamber of Comfood processing and machinery
merce Switzerland-CIS/Georgia
industries are increasing their ac(JCC), believes there are sigtivities in Hungary,” Béres said.
nificant opportunities for Swiss
Still, Béres is the first to adfirms across the CIS, home to
mit that doing business in Hun- István Béres, President
282 million people.
gary isn’t easy for Swiss firms, of SwissCham Hungary.
“It’s a large and attractive
starting with pricing. Prices for
market, and there are good
goods tend to be lower in Hungary, and
tools at hand,” confirms Kristensen, who
the stronger Swiss franc has made Swiss
is President Europe, Bühler AG. “Economically they’re certainly feeling the efexports to Hungary even more expensive
in recent years. Furthermore, Hungary’s
fects of the crisis, but nevertheless there
value-added tax of 27% is the highest in
are a lot of things going on.”
the EU.
Swiss firms who do busiSwiss firms also find it a chalness in Russia should make an
lenge to keep up with the fast
effort to visit customers outpace of change in Hungary’s
side the main cities of Moscow
laws, according to Béres, who
and St Petersburg, Kristensen
says. “It’s clear a large part of
says it’s essential to find good
the economic activity is in the
experts in the fields of law and
tax.
capital areas, but that’s where
everyone else is going, so go
outside.”
Commonwealth of
Other members of the CIS
Independent States
Anders Kristensen, Board
have much less established ties
Swiss companies that do busi- Member of JCC.
to Switzerland. Patience and an
ness in the Commonwealth of
appetite for risk is a prerequisite for inIndependent States (CIS) are feeling the
repercussions of the Ukraine crisis. Sancvesting in this market. Infrastructure is
poor and financing is a challenge.
tions imposed on Russia have dealt a
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Lion economies grab the world’s attention
China has been heavily investing in Africa for over a decade. Many countries in
the west, including Switzerland, are now playing catch up.
motion and protection treaty with Switservices throughout the northern, western
zerland and other countries.
and central regions of the continent.
“This is a very, very difficult situation,”
Along with the financial hub, other insays Saager.
teresting areas include the well-established
Written by Catherine McLean
But South Africa’s loss is its neighbours’
tourism sector and new renewable energy
gain. Mozambique, Zambia and Angola,
There are interesting opportunities
projects, including one of the world’s largfor example, have improved their infrafor Swiss firms across Africa, says Didier
est concentrated solar plants in Ouarzazate,
structure to attract investors, according to
Reymond, a board member of
according to Sami Zerelli, presSaager. The tourism sector in those counthe Swiss-African Business Cirident of the Swiss Chamber of
tries is also drawing Swiss investors, Saagcle (SABC) and executive vice
Commerce in Morocco and preser says.
president of COTECNA Inident of KEFYS Distribution.
He believes there are ample
“The neighbouring countries take adspection SA. He sees three big
opportunities in Morocco for
vantage of that situation,” Saager says.
drivers of growth: the local
Swiss firms, especially from the
Investors should remain clear-eyed
processing of natural resources,
German-speaking part of the
about the risks in doing business in Africa.
the emergence of a middle class,
country, which have not yet been
Corruption remains a problem throughand a shift in focus in agriculturas active investors as companies
out the continent. The lack of vocational
al production to local markets.
from western Switzerland.
education can make it challenging to find
Nevertheless,
Reymond Didier Reymond, Board
“There is unexskilled workers. Also, it is uncautions that Swiss investors Member of SABC.
plored potential in
clear how the Ebola crisis will
should come with realistic exWe
the country and it’s an open
pectations. He points out the rosy GDP
remain unfold.
economy,” Zerelli says.
For those Swiss investors still
forecasts for Africa mostly reflect higher
optimistic for hesitating about investing in
prices for raw materials such as oil rather
Southern Africa
Africa, Saager points to the sigthan a rapidly expanding industrial sector.
the future of
While the Swiss are among the African
nificant potential demonstrated
“We remain optimistic for the future of
South Africa’s largest invesby China’s aggressive expanthe African economy, even if we think that
tors, the business climate economy
sion on the continent.
the pace of the emergence will not be the
there is changing, according to
“China’s trade with Africa
one that is predicted, says Reymond.
Hansjürg Saager, a member of the execuhas grown from less than $10 billion in
tive committee of the SwissCham Southern
2000 to more than $200 billion last year,”
Northern Africa
Africa and chairman of AWP Holding AG.
says Saager. “That’s very impressive.”
Casablanca Finance City will open for
Growth has slowed, and South Africa
Swiss firms “should have done more
business in 2016, a project that aims to
is terminating its bilateral investment prothan in the last 15 years.”
turn Morocco into a gateway for financial
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A wealth of opportunities
in the Middle East
The Middle East’s drive to diversify its economies opens many doors for Swiss expertise.
For companies that are willing to learn about the region’s culture and business etiquette
and establish strong local partnerships, opportunities are almost endless.
Pharmaceuticals topped Swiss exports
for whom working in services and sales
to Saudi Arabia in 2013 and the related
is socially unacceptable, Saudi Arabia is
healthcare sector offers considerable opseeking to diversify its oil-based economy.
Written by Marianne Burkhardt
portunities. For Dr. Lindenmeyer, the fact
Efforts to encourage growth in the private
that many Middle Eastern nasector focus on power gen“Switzerland has a very good image
tionals seek medical treatment
eration, telecommunications,
Saudi
in the whole Middle East and we need to
in Switzerland’s world-reputnatural gas exploration and
Arabia petrochemical sectors.
ed hospitals leaves the door
build on this,” says Dr. Christoph LindenSaudi Arabia, which counts
wide open for Swiss compameyer, board member of Swiss Business
has an enorthe
13th highest number of milnies to provide consultancy
Association Saudi Arabia (SBASA).
mous need to
services in hospital construclionaire households (according
Dr. Lindenmeyer knows the Middevelop
to a Boston Consulting Group
tion and management, as well
dle Eastern market well. In addition to
report, Global Wealth 2014:
as healthcare.
his role within the SBASA, he is a board
infrastructure
Food and confectionery are
Riding a Wave of Growth)
member of economiesuisse and Chairneeds security and access systems. Swiss
sectors well worth exploring and, in this
man of Schindler Management Ltd, where
country where drinking alcohol is prohibcompanies could not only provide sophishe headed the company’s activities in the
ited, there is great potential for compaticated technologies, but also consultancy
Middle East for nearly seven years.
services for installing home security systems.
nies producing yoghurt-based drinks, fruit
He expects the area’s economy to enjoy
juices and any niche non-alcoholic drinks.
Tourism also offers great scope for
further positive growth, “provided that
The construction business is dominatSwiss companies with expertise in setting
the political situation does not deterioed by big global enterprises,
up and managing hotel schools to provide
rate”.
but engineering remains a ferconsulting services. The Saudis spend an
The free-trade agreement betile sector. “Saudi Arabia has
estimated $5 billion each year on holidays
tween Switzerland and the Coan enormous need to develop
abroad and the kingdom is developing inoperation Council for the Arab
infrastructure, not least railStates of the Gulf (GCC), which
frastructure to promote leisure tourism,
came into force in July 2014,
ways,” says Dr. Lindenmeyer.
particularly in the domestic sector, which
He also points to niche marit aims to increase by at least 5% annually.
will substantially help to foster
kets such as water treatment,
Dr. Lindenmeyer says it is crucial for
business, he says.
pumps, valves and anything
any company interested in expanding
related to clean energy. At the
into the Saudi market to draw on the exSaudi Arabia
Swiss exports to Saudi Arabia Dr. Christoph Linden2012 Global Economic Symperience of Swiss companies already esincreased by 8% to 2.15 billion meyer, Board Member
posium, a Saudi state spokestablished there and seek advice from the
man announced the Kingdom’s
SSBA, Switzerland Global Enterprise and
francs in 2013. Many Swiss of SBASA.
entrepreneurs still hesitate to
plans to switch to renewable
the embassy in Riyadh.
and low carbon forms of energy over time.
He recommends that companies venture
enter the market, but Dr. Lindenmeyer
believes companies that are able to build
The oil and service sectors employ
into the market with a small experiment.
trust can be very successful, and they do
nearly 6 million foreigners. To create em“Rather than doing a market survey,” he
ployment for its large youth population,
says, “just try to sell.”
not have to be global players.

Middle East
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The end of the growth era?
While some of the biggest economies in Latin America are feeling
an economic chill, Swiss companies are staying put, hoping for
better times.

Latin America
Written by Catherine McLean

Doing business in Latin America is
increasingly challenging, but compelling
opportunities for Swiss firms still exist
throughout the region. Swiss Chambers of
Commerce advise companies to connect
with knowledgeable local experts to stay
informed, and be patient.

also needs to be upgraded and the tax system reformed, according to Buser. “Normal growth between 2% and 5% should
be possible after the changes have been
made,” Buser reckons. “In the long-run,
Brazil still has a big potential.”
The most potential for Swiss SMEs can
be found in the business-to-business sector
for Swiss, according to Buser, providing
Brazilian companies with specific solutions. In terms of potential new markets,
he cites environmental technology, along
with medical technology products.

Colombia

In Colombia, a $25 billion road infrastructure program could lead to interesting ventures for Swiss companies looking
to enter the market. Swiss SMEs
may find opportunities to supBrazil
ply different products such as
A decade after entering Brazil,
materials, machinery, and engithe distributor for Swiss oral
neering services, says Silvia Gucare firm Curaprox sells up to
tiérrez, Executive Director of
220,000 toothbrushes a month,
the Swiss-Colombian Chamber
making Brazil its third-biggest
of Commerce. But they should
market worldwide. Success in
act now rather than waiting a
the Brazilian market, howevfew years, when the contracts
er, did not come overnight, ac- Stephan Buser, Executive have been awarded and work
cording to Erik Vidal, owner of Director of SWISSCAM.
under way.
Curaprox distributor Curaden
“My advice would to be to
Swiss Do Brasil Imp. Exp. LTDA.
come here now,” says Gutiérrez. “It takes
While Curaden came to Brazil in 2005,
time to get a distributor/representation and
it took two years before it could start sellfor the product/service to be known in the
ing its toothbrushes. Vidal blames this on
market.”
‘custo Brasil’, a well-known phrase that
Colombia’s economy is currently one of
describes everything from the layers of red
the more robust in Latin America. The intape to the complicated tax regime that
frastructure program is helping fuel that
contribute to the expense of doing busigrowth, making up for declining oil pricness in the country. Nevertheless, Vidal
es. But Gutiérrez also sees potential for
calls Brazil “a rewarding market”.
SMEs in pharmaceuticals, renewable enCompanies operating in Brazil must
ergy, and engineering innovation.
learn to manage the vast opportunities
and considerable challenges, including
‘custo Brasil’. There are important cultural differences, for example, that Swiss
firms shouldn’t ignore, according to
Stephan Buser, Executive Director of the
Swiss-Brazilian Chamber of Commerce
(SWISSCAM). When arriving for a business meeting, one should engage in casual
conversation rather than launching right
into negotiations, Buser advises.
While Brazil’s economy is one of the
world’s largest, there are crucial issues that
need to be addressed. It will take some
time for the economy, which has cooled
considerably, to rebound. Infrastructure

Colombia’s
free-trade
agreement
through EFTA helps Swiss companies, according to Gutiérrez, who believes that
the country’s location makes it an attractive distribution centre for exports to
other Latin American markets. However,
businesses are wary about proposed tax
reforms in Colombia that could come into
effect next year.

Argentina

As Argentina’s economy stumbles, some
foreign firms are leaving – but not the
Swiss. “Swiss firms in Argentina are adjusting to the situation and waiting for
better times,” explains Norma Alemann,
General Manager of the Swiss-Argentine
Chamber of Commerce. Some 40 foreign
companies have left Argentina of late, but
no Swiss firms were among them, says
Alemann.
Those staying put face difficult economic times. The country defaulted on its
debt this summer, the economy is slowing, inflation is soaring and the Argentine
Peso has plummeted against the US dollar. The business community is looking to
the presidential elections next year for a
shift in the country’s economic fortunes,
paving the way for further expansion under more stable conditions, according to
Alemann. In the long-term, Argentina offers ‘great potential’ for investors in terms
of its natural resources and well-educated
workforce, she says.
“Firms are successful here with their
own funds and as little debt as possible,”
says Alemann. “Next year’s presidential
elections are expected to open the economy again for foreign investors. And Swiss
firms should be here on the ground ahead
of time.”

Under the
umbrella of
SWISSCAM
Curaden promotes
its brand in Brazil.
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Swissness initiatives in Italy

...Xenia Tchoumitcheva,
Entrepreneur, speaker and online
celebrity
What is your magic behind your entrepreneurial success in Switzerland
and abroad?

There’s no magic other than hard work
and belief in yourself. Switzerland offered me a stable base, great education,
the knowledge of many languages and
very professional work ethics.
After graduation in economics and
a couple of internships within financial institutions I opted to carry on being independent and launched my own
online business.
With
my
web
magazine
www.chicoverdose.com and my social
media such as Facebook I have a following of more than 1,6 million people
across the countries. Whereas still being
very strong in Switzerland, the business
has become very international.
What is your advice to other young
women wanting to pursue a international career?

I am a leadership speaker at conferences about internet branding and online entrepreneurs, where I often state
that girls need need to figure out what
their passion is, work hard and never
be afraid to speak up.
Sadly there is still a lot of ingrained
cultural prejudice about what men are
supposed to be and what women cannot be.
I believe we need more examples of
successful, independent women who
can have it all. We are a “post-feminist” generation that must be a walking example of success and femininity.
I also believe that we need many more
men supporting their partners, sisters,
daughters or mother’s cause without
fear or prejudice.

The strength of ‘Swissness’ as a concept and ‘Swiss-made’ as a branding
for products is not to be underestimated. By promoting ‘Swissness’,
we’re promoting a positive image of
Switzerland. In Italy, the Chamber
of Commerce’s Swiss Corner is one
initiative to boost the public’s view
on Switzerland.

Switzerland’s image has been unavoidable. The Swiss Chamber in Italy decided
to act and communicate a more realistic
view of Switzerland to the Italian public
– not only in economic and financial aspects, but also regarding cultural and social topics. “Which is how we came to
build Swiss Corner,” explains Berner, “an
exhibition and meeting space. Swiss firms
use it to showcase their products, while it
also hosts cultural and economic events.”
But it’s not just the Swiss Chamber of
Commerce
in Italy that is actively promotItaly
ing a positive image of Switzerland. The
Swiss Embassy, the consulate general in
Written by Ivonne Kley
Milan, the Istituto Svizzero di Roma and
Switzerland is still associated first
Swiss Tourism also play their part. Addiand foremost with its outstanding prodtionally, Switzerland’s contribution to the
ucts like chocolates, cheese and watches.
EXPO 2015 is highly respected and a big
It’s also associated with certain virtues:
boost for Swissness.
precision, political stability, deHowever, as Giorgio Berner
pendability, tradition and qualitells us, Swissness as something
ty. In the economic world, these
superordinate cannot be marare the perceived characteristics
keted in Italy. Rather it is imof Swiss products and services.
portant to stress single aspects
But of course not everyone
and use specific examples. “We
always thinks positively about
concentrate on events that indiSwitzerland. Events in the past
rectly promote Swissness. We
like the fiscal policy or the recent
broached the issues of culturinitiative to limit immigration
al tourism, flex-security in hudon’t go unseen. “In Italy the Giorgio Berner,
man resources or Swiss-made
public has the tendency to stress President of CCSI.
legislature, for examples,” says
negative impressions of SwitzerBerner.
land like pettiness, caginess or egotism,”
Today Switzerland is one of Italy’s most
says Giorgio Berner, President of the Swiss
important investors and more than 80,000
Chamber of Commerce in Italy. The conpeople work for Swiss companies in Itatinuing polemics between Ticino and North
ly. Berner still sees a lot more potential in
Italy also foster a negative undertone.
terms of alliances in logistics, internationalization or research and development,
Improving relations
which make it important to further foster
As Italian officials and the press repeatthe economic relations between Italy and
edly stressed negative aspects, damage to
Switzerland.
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Objective news vital to businesses
Up-to-date and relevant information is of paramount importance to
policy-makers, the business community and ordinary people alike. For
decades, swissinfo.ch has been providing objective, in-depth coverage of
Switzerland.

Swiss information
Written by Cristina Leifland

Operating on a government mandate and established in 1999, Swissinfo.ch
is a pioneer among web-based public service news portals. The site covers almost
all topics relevant to the understanding of
Switzerland and publishes in 10 languages.
It aims to be a beacon of correct reporting.

most interest to the business community
globally,” Mr. Schibli points out. “Switzerland has taken the lead and
other countries are following
the outcome closely.”
Other current key business
topics include Swiss banking
issues and negotiations with
the United States and the EU
on secrecy and the exchange
of information. The role of
Switzerland in EU sanctions
against Russia is another viPeter Schibli, Director
of Swissinfo.ch.
Global market
tal subject as are the ramifiSwiss companies operate on a
cations of the referendum on
global market and it is crucial for interimmigration.
national audiences to have easy access to
Swissinfo.ch works closely with interreliable information and analyses. A manational partners as well as with readers
jor question for the business community
in order to enrich the content. “Grass-root
is the free trade agreement with China.
journalism can play an important role and
“This agreement has a huge impact on
we see readers as an invaluable source of
Swiss trade, and its effects are of the utinformation,” says Mr Schibli.

“We work to promote the understanding of Switzerland globally and also to
keep the Swiss diaspora informed on important issues
in Switzerland,” says Director
Peter Schibli. “Important areas that we cover include the
Swiss direct democracy processes, implications of referendum results and significant
economic, social and cultural
events.”

Our trade ﬁnance professionals
will help your exports take off.

Visit us at www.zkb.ch/internationalbanking
You want to enter new markets? Our experienced trade ﬁnance
professionals together with our ﬁrst-class network of correspondence banks and cooperation partners will help you get there
fast and easily. Just contact us: Telephone +41 (0)44 292 87 14,
e-mail international@zkb.ch.
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An ideal location: Switzerland
The World Economic Forum (WEF)
has ranked Switzerland the most
competitive country in the world this
year for the sixth time in a row. As
an economic location for companies,
Switzerland is ideal. But that doesn’t
mean we should sit back and twiddle
our thumbs.

Business Location
Written by Ivonne Kley

Political stability, a liberal economic system, security and a non-bureaucratic
access to workforce – these are only a couple of important factors when choosing an
economic location abroad for your company. Switzerland
offers all this and
more. It has a central location in Europe – perfect for
serving some 500
million Europeans
– a high quality of
life, liberal state
law, precision techDr Matthias Kaiserswerth, nology and a good
infrastructure. FurVice President and Director of IBM Research.
thermore, the WEF
study names Switzerland a ‘Top Innovator’ because the
companies themselves invest a lot of money in research and development. The study
also points to the outstanding universities
and educational institutions, and their cooperation with the economy.
“These criteria are not only important
for the companies but also for their employees”, says Dr
Matthias
Kaiserswerth, Vice President and Director
of IBM Research.
“To be attractive
for highly qualified
scientists, an appropriate location
is essential. And
Sonja Wollkopf Walt, Man- in order to solve
the big challenges
aging Director of GZA.
of our time and to
establish efficient innovations, the collaboration of various partners and organisations becomes more and more important.”

IBM Research campus in Zurich.
Photo: IBM Research

abroad, they have a problem. Or as Sonja
Wollkopf Walt clearly states: “We risk biting the hand that feeds us. The possibility
The importance of location marketing to recruit skilled employees is a key cri“We have to be careful not to minimise
terion.” And as so far no one knows the
our advantages,” warns Sonja Wollkooutcome of the immigration initiative, all
pf Walt, Managing Director of location
regional promoters can say to appease
marketing firm Greater Zurich Area AG
their customers is that in the past Switzer(GZA). “We need innovation from the
land has always found good solutions.
outside to stay in one of the world’s most
Another issue is the Swiss Corporate
competitive nations.”
Tax Reform III. The Swiss Federal Council aims to strengthen Switzerland’s posiIn Wollkopf Walt’s opinion, in order to
secure its wealth, Switzerland needs new
tion in international tax competition. As
technologies and input from foreign counfor the tax dispute with the EU, the solutries for further development. To achieve
tions can be expected to provide an environment just as attractive as in the current
that, good location marketing is essencantonal tax regime.
tial. But not only abroad – it is
just as important to make the
“All restrictive and protecWe have tionist
importance of good marketinitiatives are incompatto be
ing known at home, too. Also,
ible with the way companies
competent contact persons for careful not to
operate within a global econinterested firms from abroad
omy”, sums up Dr Matthias
minimise our
are needed to answer questions
Kaiserswerth. “Europe has to
and explain Switzerland, espe- advantages
remain an open economy in
cially when changes occur that
order to use all the advantages
lead to insecurities on the part of potential
– in IBM’s case especially those offered by
investors and firms willing to expand.
innovation and research excellence.”
Most recently, the initiative to limit imOverall Switzerland has a very good
migration caused a need of explanation.
image. Not for nothing does it still lead
One of the most important factors – for
the WEF ranking of top competitive counany company, not only those from fortries in the world. But in order to prevent
eign countries – is an easy access to qualia standstill – or worse, a setback – it is
fied personnel. If Switzerland itself can’t
important not to rest on what has already
meet the demand and the companies are
been achieved, and work on what can still
not allowed to recruit necessary personnel
be done.
Positioned at the heart of Europe, he adds,
Switzerland has an ideal location.
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Open Global Markets
ity, the ever-increasing efficiency of transport, as well as opportunities in emerging
markets, world trade has reached new dimensions and an enormous significance in
Written by Markus R Bodmer
public economy. Today, the global economy has reached a turning point.
The Silk Road is a good example of
“Especially in smaller countries, exports
how trade between countries, cultures and
play a key role in securing wealth and qualeven continents has taken place
ity of life,” says Christof Wicki,
for ages. In the last century,
CEO of the Europa Forum Luhowever, a very new dynamic
zern. “Therefore, open markets
has come into effect. The strong
are decisive for public econogrowth in global trade after
mies depending on exports.
World War II has contributed
Switzerland, a geographically
substantially to the increase
small country, earns every secof wealth in wide parts of the
ond franc abroad. The integraworld. With the partial liberalition into the global economy
sation of the exchange of goods
with open markets, the abolition
in the frame of WTO, or bi- Christof Wicki, CEO of
of trade barriers, and internathe Europa Forum Luzern.
lateral free-trade agreements,
tional competitiveness have bethe huge progress in industrial productivcome the pillars of our economic politics.”

Global markets

The catalyst for growth

Although the EU is still Switzerland’s most
important trading partner, the future potential for growth lies in emerging markets such
as in Asia, South America and, looking longterm, in Africa. Companies depending on
international business are undoubtedly confronted with the challenges of global competition. But are they prepared? It’s important
to recognise the potential of growth markets, as well as the advantages of free-trade
agreements, in order to further strengthen
the strong export position of Switzerland.
“Last but not least,” says Christof Wicki. “It
remains in our interest to keep and promote

important know-how to sustainably develop
the economic platform of Switzerland.”
Free global trade is a catalyst for growth
– it creates wealth, secures jobs and lowers prices. Nevertheless, in the face of this
basically undisputed thesis there are questions. As a result of the developments in the
past, growing foreign trade has created an
international interdependence. Known as
globalisation, this has provoked critique,
focussing on the negative effects of the liberalisation of global trade. It goes without
saying that this point of view also merits a
place in the current discussions.

Europa Forum Luzern
Europa Forum Luzern, Open Global Markets
10/11 November 2014, KKL Luzern
Established in 1996, the Europa Forum Luzern
has developed into a unique platform of information and networking. Under the auspices of
the State Secretariat of European Affairs and
various cantons, this year’s conferences with
the title Open Global Markets is examining
Switzerland’s role in the international environment. Actual and political questions, especially
regarding Switzerland’s relations with Europe
set the agenda. Under the motto, ‘economy,
science and politics in dialogue’, qualified experts from Switzerland and abroad exchange
their views. The forum focusses on the dynamic changes in the global (growth) markets
and in world trade as well as their effects on
Europe and Switzerland. Further information
can be found at www.europa-forum-luzern.ch.

MAnY MEETingS in SCAndinAViA, ThE USA OR ASiA?
gET MORE OUT Of ThEM!
SAS Credits, our new company loyalty program for small and medium-sized companies,
helps you to cut your corporate travel costs for both flights and hotel stays.

CUT YOUR TRAVEL COSTS
• Earn and get back up to 4 % of the ticket price as SAS Credits every time

you fly with SAS and Wideroe.
Earn additional SAS Credits for accommodation at any participating hotel.
All earned SAS Credits can be redeemed by the company either for new
flights or hotel stays.
Membership is free of charge and there are no minimum requirements to join.
There is nothing to lose, but a lot to gain.

•
•
•

Further information at flysas.ch/credits
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Meeting the experts
Business-oriented online networks
count their users in the millions
but the value of exchanging information, opinions and advice
face-to-face should not be underestimated.

‘Friends4Friends’, whereby board memJohan Mannerberg, Managing Director
bers can invite friends – but only CEOs or
of the Swedish-Swiss Chamber of Comother high-level executives.
merce (SSCC).
Most of the chambers’ events
The Swiss-Indian Chamber
are open to non-members, with
seized the occasion of the Zuparticipants ranging from reprich Film Festival to invite memresentatives of multinationals
bers to a Bollywood-themed
to one-person businesses and
event. Of the 250 attendees,
start-ups. Typical events are
100 were newcomers.
themed seminars supported by
In September, the SwedishNetworking
Swiss Chamber set up a sucbig corporations, trade fairs –
where the chambers provide
cessful fundraising event where
Written by Marianne Burkhardt
clean technology companies
stands to showcase Swiss companies – and lunches. But Man- Urs Weber, Secretary
presented their activities to ponerberg emphasises the need General of the Swiss –
tential investors.
Face-to-face networking may seem
for chambers to innovate: “The Austrian – Liechtenstein
like a time-consuming and old-fashioned
days of three hour lunches are Chamber of Commerce. Appeal and relevance
form of communication when it’s possible
over,” he says.
Viviane Grobet, Marketing and
to link up with business people across the
Membership Manager of the British-Swiss
globe with a few clicks of the mouse. But
An innovative calendar
Chamber of Commerce (BSCC), echoes
Diana Ingenhoff, Professor of
Mannerberg’s observation that times have
Recent networking events demCommunication and Media Rechanged. “We still organise lunches but
onstrate how the dust of tradisearch at Fribourg University,
we invite high-profile speakers to encourtion is being swept away. Urs
thinks it is still important: “For
Weber, Secretary General of the
age company representatives to come,”
deep, insider and first-hand adSwiss – Austrian – Liechtenshe says. Feedback from all the Swiss forvice, face-to-face networking is
eign trade chambers’ networking events
stein Chamber of Commerce,
inevitable,” she says.
is very positive. “People have been hired
realised the potential of one
The Swiss foreign trade chambecause of connections made through the
of Switzerland’s best-loved inbers organise more than 500 netteractive dishes, raclette, for
chamber, business deals have been sealed
working events in Switzerland
and joint projects have come about,” enallowing people to mingle natand abroad each year. For a busi- Johan Mannerberg,
thuses Mannerberg, adding: “For people
urally at standing events.
ness seeking to export, the cham- Managing Director of
“The advantage of raclette
to enjoy a good return on their memberbers represent a valuable network SSCC.
ship of Swiss foreign trade chambers, they
is you have to leave the person you’re
of thousands of experts with decades of exshould be active, broaden their networks
with to have another portion,” he smiles.
perience in every sector and country.
at events and increase the number of their
These cheese-centred networking evenings
“No other organisation has such
potential business partners.”
are combined with a concept dubbed
strong links with each country,” says

ZURICH

JOHANNESBURG

MUNICH

BANGKOK

VIENNA

HONG KONG
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Combining excellence in healthcare and hospitality
close to 60 member
hospitals and clinics, works closely
with
Switzerland
Global Enterprise,
Swiss Tourism, and
business hubs and
diplomatic posts to
promote the country’s
exceptional
Gregor Frei, Executive
health services.
Director Swiss Health.
All types of treatments are available in Switzerland, from paediatrics to geriatrics, not to mention cosmetic
surgery, sports medicine and rehabilitation

The Executive Director of Swiss
Health explains why Switzerland is
the ultimate healthcare destination
for discerning international patients.

Healthcare
Written by Geraldine Wong Sak Hoi

Today demand for quality healthcare
among patients from Russia, the Gulf States
and other emerging markets is on the rise.
Swiss Health, a private association with

services. Medical staff have access to quality
education and work with cutting-edge medical technology, much of it developed and
manufactured right here in Switzerland.
These may all be good reasons for
choosing Switzerland for their healthcare
needs, but discerning patients will find
other advantages too: a politically stable
and multilingual country known equally
for its beautiful, relaxing vistas as for its
long tradition of welcoming visitors. Thus
patients coming to Switzerland can expect both the utmost discretion from their
hosts and the best personalised medical attention from practitioners.

Health care beyond borders
ticular market,” says Harradine, and that
According to Peter Harradine, President
includes Swiss companies already active in
of the Dubai-based Swiss Business Counselling other types of insurance in Dubai.
cil, developments like an aging population
in the UAE present ample opportunities.
“We think there’s a big future
Getting started
in elderly care here for Swiss
When it comes to hospital
companies and individuals, bemanagement, however, the upcause the Swiss are specialised
take has been slower. Only one
in this kind of treatment,” he
Swiss institution is currently insays.
volved in running a hospital in
Another promising sector
the Emirates. Harradine says
is health insurance. Following
that while there are risks inAbu Dhabi’s lead, Dubai is now
volved in such projects, there
making it mandatory for comis also plenty of help for those
panies to offer health insurance Peter Harradine, Presiwilling to give it a go. “You can
dent Swiss Business
to their employees.
talk to us, to the Swiss Business
“All of the insurance compa- Council UAE.
Hub or the consulate,” he says.
nies are scrambling to get into that par“We have the experience.”

Switzerland’s skills and experience in
the healthcare sector could be used to
help set up infrastructure in the Gulf.

Hospitals
Written by Geraldine Wong Sak Hoi

Over the last decade or so, countries like the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
have invested heavily in healthcare infrastructure, often relying on the expertise of
foreign enterprises to build, staff and run
medical centres. Yet despite its advanced
health and education systems, Switzerland is lagging behind in this still-growing
market.
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Med-tech remains strong in tough economic times
Innovation is just one reason this sector continues to grow.

Med-tech
Written by Geraldine Wong Sak Hoi

exports. Thanks to its focus on quality, innovation and collaboration, this unique
ecosystem of companies has managed to
weather tough economic conditions.

It may be the latest buzzword in
Working together
business but ‘ecosystem’ sums up exactly
Built on Swiss expertise in engineering and
why Switzerland is an ideal location for
the life sciences, the sector conceives, manproducing medical technology: all of the
ufactures and sells sophisticated medical
actors needed to connect the dots are here.
goods as varied as implants, rehabilitation
“Switzerland offers everydevices and ophthalmology inthing, from research to supstruments. New or improved
pliers and manufacturers, to
products are constantly arriving
finance and legal advice,” says
to market, as start-ups in particPeter Biedermann, head of
ular invest heavily in R&D to get
Medical Cluster, a network of
a leg-up on global competitors.
Innovation and collaboraSwiss med-tech companies and
tion go hand-in-hand, with
R&D institutions.
companies seeking out opinSmall though it may be, the
ion leaders both at home and
country has the highest concentration of med-tech compa- Peter Biedermann, Head abroad.
“More and more companies
nies in Europe, which together of Medical Cluster.
are doing management innovation worldaccount for roughly 1.1% of the Swiss
wide,” says Biedermann. “They work
workforce and contribute over 5% of all

with the best minds to develop products
that the market needs.”

New opportunities

Although health technology contributes
significantly to Switzerland’s overall trade
surplus, factors like a strong Swiss franc,
price pressures and tougher regulations
have proved challenging. The latest sector survey by Medical Cluster may put the
projected average sales growth for 2014 to
2015 at 9.7%, yet SMEs are among those
struggling to reach international markets.
Still, Biedermann says, the industry is
adaptable. To stay competitive, firms can
improve their business models and invest
in new talent. But the surest bet for nurturing the med-tech ecosystem is to continue
doing what they do best: innovate and create the best products money can buy.
“Switzerland will always be successful
in this niche,” says Biedermann, “because
there’ll always be a demand for high-quality products.”

FEELING SECURE ANYWHERE
IN THE WORLD IS THE BEST
MEDICINE FOR ME.

We do whatever it takes so that you can
maintain or regain your health.
We both share the same goal: Your optimum health – because
nothing is more important than a healthy lifestyle. For this reason, we are offering you first-rate medicine and expert advice
worldwide. We urge you to contact us regarding your individual
cover. Phone 0800 80 90 80. swica.ch
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Cultural intelligence: a much-needed skill
Internationally successful business
depends on smooth transactions
between people of different cultures.
Knowledge of cultural differences and
similarities is essential, but only the
development of cultural competence
will bring ongoing success.

Cross-cultural management
Written by Ivonne Kley

You might think that business is
business no matter the location, but you
couldn’t be more wrong.
“Reality shows that underestimating or
ignoring cultural factors might be disastrous
for employees and businesses,” says Susan
Horváth, CEO of the Swiss-Chinese Chamber of Commerce (SCCC). “Failure of joint
ventures in China, for example, was caused
in over 90% of cases by cultural differences.”
Cross-cultural management is necessary in order to be prepared for any situ-

ation that might arise. Horvàth calls it a
survival kit in an environment where expectations differ, and you are faced with
constant irritation, insecurity and fear.

“What you need are tools and instruments to handle uncomfortable and challenging situations,” says Brasser. “The
skills to know what to do when suddenly the rules of the game change.” These
behavioural patterns can be trained with
Cross-cultural management
personality-development
programmes,
“Cross-cultural training is not about
which will equip the person for interculknowing why the exchange of business
tural exchange.
cards in Asia is so important or why you
“China, for example, is one of the
can’t take off your jacket when doing busiworld’s most complex markets, and so the
ness in Japan,” explains Martin Brasser,
second-best person sent to ChiManaging Partner of Connect.
na will not succeed,” says SuChina. “It’s about developing
san Horvàth.
cultural intelligence.”
It’s the awareness that knowAs it is difficult to measure
ing the specifics of one culture
competence and its benefits,
when doing business in a particthough, many companies are still
ular country is not enough; this
reluctant to teach their employis the first step to understanding
ees these skills. If they do, the efcross-cultural management. You
fects will show, at the latest, when
might be a German-Swiss busithe going gets tough, such as if
ness person going abroad to do Susan Horváth, CEO of
the political or economic situabusiness in South Asia with US- the Swiss-Chinese Cham- tion changes. When the employber of Commerce.
educated people. Clearly, with
ee can still generate business and
four cultures mixed together, knowing the
maintain existing contacts against the odds
specifics of one isn’t enough.
– that’s cultural intelligence at work.
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Students seek broader understanding
In today’s globalised business environment, cross-cultural communication and management skills are highly
sought after. Business and language
students worldwide are seeking to
gain understanding across cultural
barriers.

Cross-cultural communication
Written by Cristina Leifland

At EF Education First, an international leader in language and cultural exchange
programs, there is a strong demand from
students to go beyond grammar and vocabulary and truly communicate across borders.
“Our teaching is imbedded in a cultural
context,” says Pius Fellner, who is Country Manager of EF Corporate Solutions
Switzerland and works with corporate clients, “with instructors who speak with a
multitude of accents and represent a wide
variety of cultural backgrounds.”

He says that in a business
setting, learning by trial and error – even when coupled with
an excellent language-training
like EF’s online-school – is not
enough, because in such a process one risks losing both business and friends. “The biggest
challenge is to avoid the pitfalls. Don’t think that just because a company has a strong
global presence, it will not be
strongly influenced by each local culture.”

inability to connect with others.”
In class, Karen Walch works
with the Cultural Orientations
Indicator as a tool for students
to learn their own cultural biases. Students then discuss gaps
in a non-judgmental way in order to leverage diversity. “For
instance, we will talk about
Pius Fellner, Country
Manager of EF Corporate how we view time. Is it fluid or
fixed? This can be a major cause
Solutions Switzerland.
for conflict. We need to grasp
that there is real value to both
points of view,” she says.
Cultural attachments
Succeeding at cross-cultural
Karen Walch, Associate Prounderstanding is not determined
fessor at Thunderbird School
by nationality or background.
The key is the level of inquisiof Management in Arizona,
tiveness. “Those who do well
points out that the biggest obare curious about others,” she
stacle to cultural understanding
says. “What it really boils down
is often our own brains. “We
to is our desire to understand
are raised with a cultural frame Karen Walch, Associate
and have attachments that we Professor at Thunderbird ourselves and how much effort
School of Management.
we are willing to put into unare not even aware of,” she
derstanding our counterparts.”
says. “These can create dissonance and
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The importance of finance in trade
Finance is the ‘oil’ of commerce. The expansion of international trade
and investment depends on reliable, cost-effective sources of financing,
such as trade credit.
evaluation is especially difficult when the
dealing involves unfamiliar countries and
new business partners. As emerging markets are becoming important also for small
Written by Markus R Bodmer
and medium-sized companies, operating
Risk evaluTrade finance, one of the safest
in a new environment can be a demanding
ation is
forms of finance, has developed differexercise. Whereas the exporting company
especially difficult
ently from many other areas of banking.
is responsible for the solution of technical
In funds transfer and securities trading,
problems, banks can help mitigate finanwhen the dealing
for instance, rapid technologicial risks. Additionally, to avoid
involves unfamiliar
cal progress has boosted procostly mistakes, organisations
countries
ductivity and slashed costs.
such as Chambers of ComNot so in trade finance, which
merce, S-GE, Swiss Export and
has remained labour-intensive
Seco offer their local expertise
due to being document-based
and support.”
working capital loan insurance and bond
Despite the safety and
and therefore expensive. What
guarantee. Both products improve the lisoundness of trade finance, the
prevents the implementation
quidity of the exporter and have become
availability of short-term trade
of a broadly based technology
very much in demand.”
credit finance can be hit by conthat would make this business
The Swiss export industry still suffers
tagion from other segments of
cheaper is that transactions be- Regula Oderbolz, Board
partly from the strong Swiss franc. This
the financial industry. The deing financed are based on physi- Member of SACC.
pressure is met on the one hand with a
pendence of trade on shortcal documents, which need to
productivity increase, but also with the
term financing is explained by the fact that
be checked and transferred, and are govoutsourcing of certain production proclittle international trade is paid in cash,
erned by a raft of differing rules and reguesses abroad. Besides, domestic subconand that the very existence of a time lag
lations.
tractors are often substituted by foreign
between the export of goods and payment,
One of the trends for this traditional
suppliers. SERV takes into account this
justifies the need for credit and/or a guarbusiness is therefore the development of
development, while adapting its rules for
antee. Furthermore, non-bank intermeprocedures that improve productivity and
added values from case to case without
diated, inter-firm credit is often insured.
will be accepted by all concerned – up and
breaking its basic principle, namely the seThus, in almost all cases the financial secdown the entire physical and financial supcuring of jobs in Switzerland.
tor is involved in an international trade
ply chain. For example, the digitalisation
Most trade credit is shorttransaction through credit,
of Bill of Lading would bring a reduction
guarantee or credit insurance.
term. Short-term trade credit
in manual handling and reduce the time
is necessary mainly for interIn many cases, international
until payment. Additionally, a new trend
national trade transactions betrade credit is guaranteed by
with bank payment obligations can be obcause a time lag exists between
some form of credit insurance.
served. The solution is a means toward
the production of the goods
supporting the development of a globalSupport to facilitate
and their shipment by the exly accepted standardised environment and
porter on the one hand, and
the establishment of the BPO (Bank Payexport credits
reception by the importer on
The Director of SERV, Herment Obligation) as a neutral industrythe other. Generally, exporters
bert Wight, explains: “SERV is
wide practice based on data exchange
would require early payment,
a pure trade credit insurer and Herbert Wight,
instead of documents. BPO is an instrui.e. at the latest, upon shipment,
grants no credit itself. Hence, Director of SERV.
ment in-between open account invoices
while importers would expect
we can only try to reduce the
and traditional letter-of-credit schemes.
to pay late, i.e. at the earliest, upon receipt
credit costs for the banks and the exportEmerging markets dominate the scene ers respectively. Issuing our refinancing of goods. This time lag generally justifies
the existence of a credit or a guarantee of
guarantee, we facilitate the borrowing of
Taking a look at the practical side, Regthe banks involved, for example, resulting
payment.
ula Oderbolz, member of the board of
The credit can either be extended directin a decrease of the interest costs of the
the Swiss-Asian Chamber of Commerce
ly between firms – a supplier credit, or by
export credit. Furthermore, we can sup(SACC) and Head Trade & Export Finance
banking intermediaries, which may offer
port exporters in need of additional bank
at UBS, sums up: “A company involved in
the exporter or the importer to carry for
loans or guarantee limits for the winding
the export-import business is confrontthem part of the payment risk (and some
up of their export transactions with our
ed with a wide range of challenges. Risk

Trade Finance
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other risks involved in the international
trade transaction), for a fee. For example,
under a letter of credit, the bank of the
buyer provides a guarantee via the bank
channels to the seller that will be irrevocably payable upon presentation of shipping documents. The risk that the buyer
will fail to pay is hence transferred from
the seller to the bank issuing the letter of
credit and/or the bank confirming the letter of credit.

Foreign trade as a source of
foreign exchange procurement

Regarding the importance of stability and
safety in international trade finance business, Daniel Schär, member of the board of

care of in order to secure the foreign exchange procurements or the continuously
needed import flows.”
While the commercial risks involved in
an international trade transaction seem in
principle to be larger than in a domestic
trade transaction (risk of non-payment,
risk of loss or alteration of the merchandises during shipment, exchange rate
risk), trade finance is generally considered
to be a particularly safe form of finance, as
it is underwritten by long-standing practices and procedures used by banks and
traders, strong collateral, and documented
credit operations. According to the International Chamber of Commerce’s ‘trade
finance loss register’, the average default
rate on short-term international trade
credit is no larger than 0.2%, of which
60% is recovered.
the Swiss-Chinese Chamber of Commerce
This low-risk, low-default segment of
(SCCC) and Head of Emerging Markets
credit also generates relatively low rates,
at ZKB, adds: “Foreign trade
as a recognition of its relativeplays an important role for
ly routine character. However,
most national economies, as
in spite of the routine nature of
such economies depend either
trade finance, it is at the same
on the income of their exports
time systemic for trade. As for
or need to import strategic
the currencies used in trade figoods (i.e. energy, food etc.).
nance, Daniel Schär says: “The
For these reasons, this domain
US dollar dominates the scene,
enjoys a high degree of attenas there are few alternatives.
tion from the authorities. ParNotable exceptions are freely
ticularly for countries with Daniel Schär, Board
convertible currencies, which
lower economic or political sta- Member of SCCC.
allow themselves to be hedged.
bility, foreign trade is regarded
In a couple of years the Chinese
as an important position in the current acrenminbi could possibly be in a position to
count which needs to be carefully taken
seriously challenge the dollar.”

TRADE CREDIT
POLITICAL RISK
SURETY

Promoting trade
flows and assuring
financial stability
General Insurance
Life Insurance
Risk Management
www.zurich.ch
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Coping with increasing risks
in international trade finance
zetti, Head of Finance, Risk Management
& IT and Deputy Director at SERV, points
out: “Emerging markets are constantly
being observed and analysed.
The problems and weaknesses
of these markets are known,
so that the management of the
risks is considered in the preNew regulations have
Risk
mium. However, the recent
a cooling effect
geopolitical and economic deThe stricter equity regime imWritten by Markus R. Bodmer
velopments have shown that
posed on banks by Basel III can
unpredictable risks are increaslead to a situation where banks
ing. Situations can change very
While the cost of capital makes it inwant to reduce their balance
creasingly difficult for banks to compete, insheet. It is also conceivable that Claudio Franzetti, Head fast, such as in the Ukraine and
wide parts of Iraq and Syria.”
vestment in compliance tools can ultimately
banks are no longer prepared of Finance & Risk ManThe effects of conflicts on
save them money. Compliance is
to refinance suppli- agement at SERV.
export transactions are vital in
essential for staying in business,
er credits for small
risk assessments. In Syria and Iraq, there
as financial penalties for nonexport transactions. Together
are political problems which affect a regucompliance grow more punitive.
with the general tightening of
lar assessment of an export transaction, up
The traditional view that the
credit limits, this development
to the point where it is impossible to come
main risk in trade finance is fraud
can have negative effects on the
to a positive result. Claudio Franzetti exhas been superseded by a threeliquidity of exporters. Thereplains: “Being forced to be very cautious,
part categorisation of risk: emfore, on account of the new regwe do not insure export transactions to
bargoes; terrorist financing; and
ulations, export credits covered
these areas at the moment. Regarding Russanctions/proliferation
financby insurance lose their effect on
sia and the Ukraine on the other hand, the
ing. Sanctions in particular are Stefan Ruf, Board Mem- credit lenders’ balance sheets. A
situation is somewhat different. With the
putting the trade finance business ber of Swiss Export.
circumstance which could creexception of business in exposed regions,
under increased pressure from
ate an obstacle especially when
exports are affected only by the existing
more stringent compliance and regulatodealing with emerging markets, as insured
sanctions. As long as an export does not
ry requirements. Both financial institutions
export credits become less attractive.
infringe on sanctions, we can examine the
and corporations must ensure they have the
Taking a closer look at the risks in dealnecessary solutions and processes to enforce
ing with emerging markets, Claudio Francoverage of the transaction.”
embargoes, whether they are imposed on
countries, financial institutions or goods.

The increasing burden of regulatory compliance and new equity rules
means that banks and corporations
are facing challenging times.

The role of trade credit insurers

Pointing out the major role trade credit insurance plays in facilitating international
trade, Stefan Ruf, board member of Swiss
Export and CEO of Euler Hermes Switzerland, explains: “Trade credit insurance can
include a component of political risk insurance which is offered by the same insurers
to insure the risk of non-payment by foreign
buyers due to currency issues, political unrest or expropriation. Ratings aim to assess
the risk of non-payment by companies in a
given country, and thereby support clients
in making informed decisions about their
international business activity. The methodology consists of analysing hundreds of
economic indicators, both quantitative and
qualitative, to provide the best understanding of the economic, political, business envi-

ronment, commercial and financing risks.”
In both a domestic situation and an export
transaction, the risk increases when laws,
customs communications and
the customer’s reputation are not
fully understood.

World Risk Map 2014
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Swissness: a key to SWISS’s success
Swiss International Air Lines –
SWISS – is facing many changes
right now, and may well be on the
cusp of a new era.

Swissness
Written by Harry Hohmeister, CEO
Swiss International Air Lines

makes it so hard for other airlines (or indeed any other companies) to copy our
Swissness, if it is not part of their corporate culture. It also explains why so many
other carriers and corporations are keen
to work with us – though to make sure
that our strong brand is not diluted in the
process, we always ensure that any such
collaboration meets a clear set of criteria, and that an adequate “brand fit” is
achieved.

Never before has a Swiss airline inSwitzerland aboard
vested so much in its future, for its cusHowever enjoyable their vacation abroad
tomers and its employees. Under our
may have been, when they see the Swiss“Next-Generation Airline of
cross tailfin (or when they’re
Switzerland” strategy, we are
welcomed aboard with a
Never
committed to aligning our
“Grüezi” at the latest), our
before
products and services clearly
Swiss customers should feel
and consistently to the needs has a Swiss
they’re back home. And those
of the Swiss population. And airline invested
travelling to Switzerland for
we are able to do so because
their vacation should feel that
Brand Switzerland is such a so much in its
the enjoyment has just begun.
recognised hallmark of the future, for its
Being a medium-sized airline,
highest quality, and because customers and
we can be truly close to our
Switzerland enjoys such facustomers. We know, too,
vourable standing all over the its employees
that it’s the little things that
world. It is this, combined
make the difference – and that
with the sheer fascination of flying, that
those can be as small as our SWISS chocomakes our “Swissness” such a powerful
late bars, which never fail to raise a smile
USP.
as we hand them around.

Our Swissness on board also extends to
our amenity kits, which contain top-quality products from reputed Swiss manufacturers, and to our inflight entertainment
programme, which features a number of
Swiss films. And the whole inflight experience is rounded off with our on-board
food service concepts: “SWISS Taste of
Switzerland” on our intercontinental services, showcasing some of the country’s
finest chefs and their locally-inspired creations; “SWISS Traditions”, highlighting
regional customs for Business Class guests
on our European network; and food for
our SWISS Economy customers in Europe
that is prepared fresh every day. Incidentally, over 70% of all our inflight products
are sourced in Switzerland, too.
Our Swissness is also expressed in the fact
that SWISS is an autonomous Swiss company; that over 80% of our workforce are
Swiss nationals; that we offer quality jobs
in Switzerland; that we are one of the country’s biggest job generators; that we work
together with many Swiss-based SMEs; and
that we create, indirectly, a further 180,000
jobs nationwide. In doing all this, we make
a major contribution to the CHF 30 billion
of added value that Swiss aviation generates,
and thus to maintaining Switzerland’s prosperity for generations to come.

SWISS: The Airline of Switzerland

Only a Swiss airline can truly meet the
needs of Switzerland, and particularly
those of its business and tourism sectors.
SWISS offers non-stop connections between Switzerland and all the world’s key
business and commercial centres that are
of importance to the country; and next
spring we will be adding another 22 of Europe’s most popular tourist destinations to
our route network.
Our network alone is not enough,
though. Our Swissness can only be credibly deployed as a factor in our success if
we embody the core values of our home
country – values such as friendliness,
courtesy, discretion, hospitality, quality
and punctuality. As a service company, we
primarily express these values in the services we offer on board. Which means that
our flight attendant corps of some 3,600
personnel are our “brand ambassadors”,
incorporating our Swiss values every
working day.
The genuineness with which they do so
is a further key factor here. It’s this that

Harry Hohmeister, Chairman and President of the Swiss-American Chamber of Commerce.
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Strong tourism industry
faces challenges
Breathtaking natural scenery, lovely cities and some of the world´s finest restaurants and
hotels: Regardless of whether you want adventure or culture, Switzerland has it all. The
Swiss tourism industry has invaluable assets, but the future is not without challenges.
most spectacular scenery in the world
Commerce Switzerland. He points out
as well as a host of activities regardless
that the Swiss hotelier industry needs to
address these challenges with some urof the season. 4,000m high mountains,
crystal clear lakes, pristine air
gency.
Written by Cristina Leifland
and wide expanses of stone“The very high cost level in
Switzerland, with its stunning alpine
pine forest all combine to
Switzerland is a serious deterlandscapes and rich cultural and historical
make the area a haven for visirent. We see a need for hotels
heritage, has long been a magnet for visitors
tors of all kinds.
to cooperate in order to bring
“There really are endless
from all over the globe. Today, an increasdown costs and achieve an
opportunities, regardless of
ing number of tourists are from emerging
economy of scales so that they
whether you want to be very
economies and Zürich is one of the favourcan stay competitive on a gloactive and adventurous or just
ite spots to visit, with the highest number
bal market,” says Mr. Manz.
relax and enjoy the beautiful
of overnight guests among Swiss cities.
surroundings. We offer every- Martin Sturzenegger,
New behaviour
Clearly cosmopolitan in spite of its relativething from skiing, mountain- CEO at Zürich Tourism.
Additionally, the Internet has
ly modest size, the city sports a plethora of
eering, hiking and sailing to
provided customers with a
attractions including beautiful architecture,
top-notch shopping and dinmuseums, exquisite dining, luxurious acwholly new marketplace for
ing. This is the ultimate place
booking trips and lodging,
commodation and excellent shopping.
“The strong Swiss franc has had a bit
to escape hectic everyday life,”
something which has changed
of a dampening effect on tourism to Switsays Ariane Ehrat, CEO of Enconsumer behavior to the
gadin St. Moritz Tourism.
zerland as a whole, but in Zürich we are
core.
actually experiencing a continuous and
However, a persistently
“Generally, 20 years ago peosubstantial growth in the tourism indusweak European economy and
ple didn’t have that much of a
try,” says Martin Sturzenegger, CEO at
rapidly changing customer
choice when they booked their
Zürich Tourism. “More and more people
behaviour have direct ramifivacations and they stayed loyal.
are discovering the advantages of visiting
cations for the Swiss tourism
Now, there are endless options
Zürich, and using it as a base to discover
industry. Alexander Manz, Alexander Manz, Board
just a click away,” Mr. Manz
the rest of the country by daytrips.”
of the well-known family of Member of JCC.
says. “It is also incredibly easy
Swiss hoteliers, is founder and
to compare prices. Sometimes
Endless opportunities
partner of the Swiss Hospitalit is cheaper to buy a trip to
Three hours from Zürich is the Engadin
ity Collection and board memThailand than to drive down to
– St. Moritz region, offering some of the
ber of the Joint Chamber of
Switzerland from Germany. It
is no longer a matter of choosing between Zermatt and St.
Moritz, it is choosing between
Switzerland and countless other
This is the ultimate
attractive destinations, regardless of the season.”
place to escape
Differentiation and innovahectic everyday life
tion
are paramount in order
Ariane Ehrat, CEO of Ento
meet
new challenges, Alexgadin St. Moritz Tourism.
ander Manz emphasises. “The
various agencies need to adapt to meet
the demands and behavior of the millennial generation and compensate for high
costs. We need to stand out and give people the experience they expect. Provided
we succeed with this, the future of Swiss
tourism is bright.”

Tourism
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«Thanks to Switzerland Global
Enterprise we were able to
expand our worldwide network.»
URS RICKENBACHER
CEO
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SERV insures risk of default for
exports to BRICS countries
Swiss exporters often have to offer foreign customers extended
payment deadlines and special financing, especially in BRICS
nations. SERV’s insurance solutions provide the security they need
and help them conserve cash for export transactions.
Swiss Export Risk Insurance
SERV insures the export transactions of Swiss companies
against the risk of default. This
coverage is ideal for businesses
that give customers long payment deadlines after receiving a
delivery.

SERV insurance provides exporters the cover they need to offer foreign customers attractive
financing options. And favourable payment terms are often
what seals the deal, especially
for customers in BRICS countries.

Supplier credit for pruning
shears to Brazil

Conserving cash for export
transactions

Neuchâtel-based Felco has been
producing professional-quality
pruning shears and wire cutters
for over 60 years. It employs
around 150 people in Les Geneveys-sur-Coffrane and exports
products around the world.
For years, Felco has been
using SERV supplier credit insurance to insure its exports
to Brazil. Local wine and fruit
growers mainly buy the company’s products in the spring before the Brazilian cutting season.
Because it uses SERV insurance,
Felco can give its distributor a
twelve-month payment deadline.
That gives the farmers enough
time to collect the proceeds from
selling their harvest before paying for their purchases.

Sometimes, export companies
also require advance funding to
pay the initial production costs
for new orders. If the payment
terms are very favourable, the
exporter often needs financing
solutions with down payments
and bank guarantees. With a
SERV guarantee, the company
can conserve its liquidity and potentially increase its credit limit,
as well. SERV will work with
the exporter and, if appropriate,
the exporter’s bank to develop
a simple, effective solution that
fulfils the export transaction’s requirements.
In addition to exports of
consumer products and capital
goods, SERV also insures services
sold to foreign customers such

as construction, maintenance
and engineering work, training
and consulting, or licensing contracts. Being a Swiss government
institution under public law, it
can cover transactions that private-sector credit insurers cannot
or will not. SERV, for example,
does not have a minimum order
volume or company size – it insures all transactions, no matter
how small. There are only two
requirements: the exporter must
be domiciled in Switzerland, and
the export must involve adequate
Swiss added value.

i
SERV Swiss Export Risk Insurance
Zeltweg 63
8032 Zurich
T +41 58 551 55 55
info@serv-ch.com
www.serv-ch.com
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Commerzbank – “The Bank
of international business”
Whether you’re a Swiss
Corporate with an
established international
market or you want
to start to explore
overseas opportunities,
Commerzbank has the
export experience, clientfocused approach and
global networks to help
take you further.
Commerzbank in Switzerland
Supported by world-class infrastructure, high productivity and
a highly skilled workforce, Switzerland is a compelling economy
from which to build an international business. In the first half
of 2014 alone, Swiss exports
rose by 2.7% to CHF102.9 billion – CHF13.9 billion more
than the country imported.
In an export-led nation, companies are naturally looking
to work with banks that can
meet their international requirements. Commerzbank has been
operating in Switzerland for almost 30 years. Today, 70% of
Switzerland’s top 200 companies have a business relationship
with us. But we are also becoming a partner of choice for Switzerland’s diverse and thriving
SME sector, where many of the
country’s most dynamic and entrepreneurial exporters are to be
found.

That’s why – in addition to
our existing large corporates relationship team in Zurich – we’ve
established six Commerzbank
branches expressly to service
SMEs – in Basel, Bern, Lausanne,
Lucerne, St Gallen and Zurich.
From these local branches, SMEs
can not only manage their domestic banking activities but
oversee their international cash,
transactional and financing activities as well, connecting to any
market in which Commerzbank,
or one of our 5,000 correspondent banks, has a presence.

A strategic partner
Founded by trading companies
and merchant bankers over 140
years ago to facilitate international trade, Commerzbank has
become a strategic partner for
international business and Germany’s second-largest bank with
more than one million business
and corporate clients. Moreover,
we are not simply a reactive bank
that responds to client requests
as they arise. Our goal is to be
a strategic partner that genuinely
adds value and supports our clients across all of their local and
international banking needs.
Central to this proposition is
the Commerzbanks relationship
manager (RM). He or she acts as
a corporate client’s point of contact and looks to maintain a complete overview of their business,
strategy and current projects. In

Marc Steinkat, Country
Manager Switzerland,
Commerzbank AG.

this way, the RM is able to respond proactively – alerting corporate clients to business and
regulatory change and providing a trusted second opinion on
worldwide strategic opportunity.
Day-to-day, Swiss corporates
can look to their Commerzbank
relationship manager to:
• Help set up domestic and
overseas business accounts;
• Liaise with Commerzbank
teams in other markets on their
behalf;
• Bring in product solutions
and specialists from across the
Commerzbank Group as and
when needed (e.g. in cash management, debt and equity capital markets, hedging, M&A and
corporate financing).

Global networks
Commerzbank provides a strong
presence in the markets in which
our clients operate. We are active
in over 50 countries worldwide,
with over 11,000 employees outside of Germany. We have a global
network of 5,000 partner banks
in 200 countries, servicing clients
even in the remotest regions of the
world. Recognising our clients’
needs and demands we have built
a deep network of expertise and
relationships in strategically critical markets such as Latin America, the Middle East and Asia,
including mainland China.

On your journey to growth

At Commerzbank, we are proud
to be supporting many Swiss exporting enterprises on their journey to growth. But we never
stop striving to deliver an even
better and more comprehensive
service. Whatever your export
needs, challenges and ambitions,
visit your local Commerzbank
branch or contact us by email or
telephone. We look forward to
seeing how we can help.

i
Commerzbank – Export experts
Accounting opening – Open
overseas accounts in any
of our 70 branches worldwide, direct from your local
Commerzbank branch in
Switzerland.
Foreign trade – Request Letters of Credit (we process
over EUR50 billion-worth in
48 currencies every year)
to trade internationally with
complete confidence.
Treasury & liquidity and
Cash Management – Use
specialists to assess your
global cashflows and advise on optimal solutions for
cross-border financing and
delivering liquidity to overseas subsidiaries.
Financing – Supporting you
with working capital needs
and business critical financing for acquisitions, disposals
or capex programs.
Risk management – Manage
the uncertainties involved in
foreign exchange, interest
rate and commodity markets
with advice, structured solutions and trading support.
To learn more go to
www.commerzbank.ch
Marc Steinkat
Country Manager Switzerland
E-mail:marc.steinkat@
commerzbank.com
Phone: +41 44 563 6911
Bernd Geisenberger
Head of Corporate Banking
Small & Medium Enterprises
E-mail: bernd.geisenberger@
commerzbank.com
Phone: +41 44 563 7723
Christian Maehr
Head of Corporate Banking
Large Corporates
E-mail: christian.maehr@
commerzbank.com
Phone: +41 44 5636 6935
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Villa Principe Leopoldo & Expo Milan
Villa Principe Leopoldo is your gateway to Expo Milan. The perfect
solution to accommodate institutional delegations, CEOs, board
members and VIP guests in an exclusive setting.
Here is where Swiss hospitality,
privacy and security at the highest level come together with tailor-made services to guarantee
top standards of comfort and
luxury. The venue of Expo Milan is easily reachable by private
limousine transfer in just one
hour while the domestic airport

of Lugano-Agno, ideal for private jets and connected to Zurich
and Geneva with direct flights, is
at just 10 minutes from the hotel. The elegant meeting and banqueting rooms of the hotel are a
unique framework for business
meetings and events in a refined
ambiance.

La Dolce Vita, Ticino style

i
Villa Principe Leopoldo
Via Montalbano 5
6900 Lugano
Switzerland
Tel.: +41 (0)91 985 88 55
Fax: +41 (0)91 985 88 25
info@leopoldohotel.com
www.leopoldohotel.com

The five star Villa Principe
Leopoldo, member of Relais
& Châteaux, is situated on the
“Collina d’Oro”, the “Golden
Hill”, a chic residential district
of Lugano with amazing views
of Lake Lugano and the surrounding mountain. The city,
built on the winding shores of
the lake, lies just below. The
Villa was built towards the beginning of the 20th Century by
Kaiser William’s brother-in-law,
who lived there until the end of
the Thirties. Surrounded by cul-

tivated park scenery, this exceptional hotel guarantees peace,
comfort and grandeur in a Mediterranean environment with
palm groves, lemon trees and a
balmy climate.
The gourmet restaurant Principe Leopoldo with its 16 GaultMillau points is the hotel’s most
prized attraction with a cuisine
that reveals authenticity, passion
and respect for its ingredients,
not forgetting local traditions
and regional products. The wine
list is almost monumental, offering a selection of more than
500 labels among the best wines.
One of the jewels of the hotel is
the exclusive Spa offering luxury, privacy and tailor- made
treatments.
Villa Principe Leopoldo is the
ideal venue for those very special
stays, a breathtaking experience
in a sublime scenario. Simply a
truly royal feeling!
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Lausanne Palace & Spa
Lausanne is perhaps the most classic of all Swiss cities, residing elegantly in the shadows of the
soaring Alps. Situated on the shores
of placid Lake Leman, Lausanne
Palace & Spa is Lausanne’s classiest address. Its status as home of
the International Olympic Committee makes it one of Lausanne’s
historic features. The hotel offers
137 uniquely designed rooms and
suites, with lavish, classically inspired decor featuring modern
lines and fabrics; choose a lake or
cathedral view.
Dining In: Dining at Lausanne Palace & Spa is a true experience,
thanks to four restaurants. Le Côté
Jardin offers Mediterranean cuisine. The Michelin-starred and the

appointed 17 / 20 points GaultMillau, La Table d’Edgard serves
Mediterranean-inspired
gastronomic cuisine. At the Parisianstyle la Brasserie du Grand Chêne,
guests enjoy typical brasserie dishes. The Palace Sushi-zen, where 3
specialists from the Land of the

Rising Sun will prepare dishes in
front of you. ‘The LP’s Bar’ and
‘The Habana Bar’ serve cocktails,
spirits, and cigars.
Recreation and Health: Don’t miss

the CBE Concept Spa, which offers the most up-to-date body
treatments. Sixteen years after
its creation, the Center of Well-

i
Lausanne Palace & Spa
Grand-Chêne 7-9
1002 Lausanne
Switzerland
Phone : +41 21 331 31 31
Fax : +41 21 323 25 71
reservation@lausanne-palace.ch

Being (CBE) undergoes rejuvenation and gives birth to a setting
bathed in light: the Window
Club is a wave of innovation
headed by the Yogi Booster organic bar. Among other services you will find the private Spa
Suite. The Hair Spa by Aveda is
a unique hair salon for both Men
and Women.
Banquets and Conferences: 12 vari-

ous adjustable rooms for 5 to 300
people including a new high-tech
conference with natural light, airconditioning, high ceilings and
state of the art technical equipment, create a perfect setting for
private events, conferences, gala
dinners, anniversaries – your imagination is the only limit.
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Arosa Kulm Hotel & Alpin Spa:
Charming. Since 1882 – Welcome home

Ski in Ski out
The charming Arosa Kulm Hotel & Alpin Spa lies 1,850 metres above sea level, surrounded
by the impressive Swiss mountain
landscape in Arosa, Graubünden/
Grisons. In its prime location on a
slight elevation in the quiet inner
part of the village directly next to
the ski lifts and slopes and with
its stylish diversity, the Five-Star
Superior Hotel offers a unique
Alpine atmosphere and is ideal
for romantic weekends, family
holidays or exceptional corporate events alike. 119 rooms and
suites, six different restaurants,

i

Arosa Kulm Hotel & Alpin Spa
CH-7050 Arosa
Tel: + 41-81-378 88 88
Fax: + 41-81 378 88 89
E-mail: info@arosakulm.ch
www.arosakulm.ch

two bars and six function rooms
are inviting places for cosy moments, interesting meetings and
culinary pleasures. There is plenty of sensuality and relaxation to
be found in the alpinspa, a holistic place that embodies a unique
and inspiring world of water and
Alpine wellness.

“Arrive and be yourself”
“Arrive and be yourself” is the
motto at the Kulm! That is what
guests feel as soon as they enter
the hotel lobby, which exudes
the flair of a living room. The architectural signature of Jo Brinkmann, a hotel design specialist
and the architect of the hotel,
can be seen in the use of warm
shades of red, fine and mostly chequered fabrics as well as
natural materials such as wood
and granite. He has managed to
combine design and architecture
with the distinctive, impressive
and cosy mountain scenery of
Graubünden/Grisons.

Family friendly Alpine lifestyle
The continuous investment in
the renovation and conversion

of the 119 rooms and suites as
well as the restaurants and the
alpinspa supports the hotel management in its efforts to advance
the development of the historic
130-year-old Kulm as a modern Alpine lifestyle hotel. The
charming family hotel is a place
for casual encounters, where the
conscious fusion of history and
tradition with contemporary
change continues to write the
hotel’s prestigious history.

Switzerland has
a new dream duo
With Arosa and Lenzerheide
having a new dual aerial cable
car from the Hörnli to Urdenfürggli, Switzerland has a new
dream duo: two snow sports
areas have become one winter
paradise with 225km of snowcovered ski runs; twice as many
rustic, charming mountain huts
plus (possibly) record-breaking
sunny days. Arosa Lenzerheide
is now the largest continuous
ski area in Graubünden and one
of the top 10 ski resorts in Switzerland. What an auspicious
union!
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The entrepreneurial
spirit knows
no borders.
Succeed abroad.
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Financing and hedging have been our business
since 1862.
Whether you serve export markets as a producer or
have branches abroad, UBS can support you in making
your company’s international activities a success. You
benefit from individual solutions for financing and risk
hedging as well as from specific offers for foreign
exchange, payment services and cash management.
Thanks to the up-to-date and in-depth analyses of
our global network of experts, you have access to the
information relevant to your foreign markets.
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